THE INDICI VISION

A ground-breaking electronic shared health record platform, indici is the result of one of the most intensive collaborations between primary healthcare professionals and medical software developers in New Zealand to date. The vision was to create a fully integrated, patient-centric system which combined the latest advances in cloud-based healthcare technology with a simple and fresh user experience that addressed the needs of healthcare professionals and patients across the spectrum of primary care. That vision is now a reality.

CLOUD-BASED ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORD

Each patient on indici has a central longitudinal health record that automatically updates with every interaction. Alongside indici’s powerful shared care collaboration features, this real-time record breaks down information silos, enabling practitioners across multiple disciplines and specialist services to collaborate more efficiently and provide patients with a true continuum of care.

DRIVING EMERGING MODELS OF CARE

As a cloud-based solution accessible via Internet browser on desktop, laptop and tablet, indici fully supports emerging models of care including the healthcare home practices and population level preventative care and wellness programmes. Practitioners can use indici to consult their patients in any location, whether in practice or in the community, or even remotely via indici’s secure, in-built virtual consultation features.

TRULY CONNECTED HEALTH

Integration and interoperability have been built into indici’s DNA, seamlessly supporting e-referrals, eligibility checks, electronic lab orders, e-prescribing, GP2GP Transfer, full contract and claims management including direct-to-ACC claiming and interfaces with NHI, NES, NIR, NZF, eSAM, Healthpoint, Medi-Map, St John, SureMed, HealthLink and more.
Artificial Intelligence Powered
Personal Health Assistant

Enabled by INDICI Cloud Connect API

Confident innovation has characterised indici since its inception.

As a fully integrated electronic health record, indici liberates important health data from fragmented systems and ineffective silos. And now the indici team is introducing a range of new consumer-focused technologies to build on this liberation.

The first of these is indici’s AI powered Personal Health Agent, a state of the art voice-controlled virtual assistant available via smartphone, Skype, Google Home and Amazon Echo, Facebook Messenger and more. This is a new departure in healthcare, an AI that powerfully supports patient health management using only simple voice commands.

Supported Platforms:
- Google Assistant
- Google Home
- Facebook Messenger
- Skype
- Alexa
- Web
- Smart Cars
- Smart Devices

This is what liberated healthcare looks like and this is only the beginning.